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The Ethics of Collective Action

• Why should we try to be sustainable
– When it can seem that the effects of our acts are too small 

to make a difference?
– Sinnott-Armstrong: “Climate change occur[s] on such a 

massive a scale that my individual driving makes no 
difference to the welfare of anyone.” (2005, 301)

– General ethical problem about collective action 
• The Expected Consequences Approach: in such 

cases where our acts together are collectively harmful
– Our individual acts do in fact have a small chance of 

causing a great deal of harm to others
– The moral importance of avoiding this risk of harm 

outweighs the possible benefits to us of performing them 1



Decision Making Under Uncertainty
• Standard decision theory: when we are unsure of the 

outcomes of an act, we should weigh against it its
– Expected harms: each of its possible bad outcomes, in 

proportion to (i) their badness and (ii) how likely they are
• And weigh in favour of it its 

– Expected benefits: each of its possible good outcomes, in 
proportion to (i) their goodness, and (ii) how likely they are

• And perform the act which gives us the best balance 
of expected benefits over expected harms
– Principle of Non-Maleficence: An act’s harming others is 

a reason not to do it (proportional to the degree of harm)
– Principle of Beneficence: An act’s benefitting others is a 

reason to do it (proportional to the degree of benefit) 2



Decision Making Under Uncertainty
• Standard decision theory gives a very plausible 

explanation of why it’s morally important not to e.g.
– bounce a ball around a nuclear launch button, shoot into an 

occupied building, speed in residential areas, etc. 
• Consistent with but does not entail

– Act Consequentialism: we should perform the act with the 
best consequences, regardless of how we cause them

• Consistent with the common view that reasons of 
non-maleficence (expected harms) are much stronger 
than reasons of beneficence (expected benefits)
– Maybe you don’t the global poor most of your income
– But you do owe it to the global poor that you not risk 

killing them – especially for personal convenience 3



Expected Consequences & Voting
– Voting for Kang. It is revealed that one of the major party 

candidates for president in the United States is an evil alien 
who will enslave and torture everyone in the country if and 
only if he wins the election (the other candidate will 
maintain the status quo). Kang has, however, rigged voting 
booths to pay out $50 to everyone who votes for him

• 1/60 million chance of deciding it (if closely contested)

– Expected harms outweigh expected benefits if average 
harm to a US citizen is > 1/5 the benefit to you of $50

• But clearly the harm of being enslaved and tortured is 
astronomically greater than the benefit of $10

• Cf. real case of 94th district & Virginia house 4
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Triggering Cases

• Kagan 2011: The Expected consequences approach 
works straightforwardly for cases like voting, or
– Triggering Cases: most acts may make no difference to an 

outcome, but one act (cohort) makes a very great difference 
by crossing a threshold and “triggering” an important effect 

– Other examples: if N (e.g. 10,000) additional purchases of 
chickens cause N more chickens to be tortured and killed 
(with the use of much more grain, land, & water input and 
polluting waste than vegan alternatives),

• Then by purchasing a chicken you have a 1/N chance of 
causing N more chickens to be destructively tortured & killed

• Which has the same expected harm as and is as important to 
avoid as directly torturing & killing 1 chicken and causing 
the attendant ecological damage for mere taste pleasure 5



• Broome 2012, 76: Other instances of emitting GHGs 
– (besides buying animal products, which is a huge one; at 

least 15% of all GHGs come from animal agriculture) 
• are also triggering cases with many shots at triggering 

harmful outcomes 
– “Greenhouse gas harms people in multifarious ways. Each 

of them is chancy to some extent. A particular storm will be 
harmful only if the water rises above the flood defenses. 
Each increase in the amount of greenhouse gas in the air 
slightly increases the quantity of rain, but it will be a matter 
of chance whether the particular quantity of gas you emit 
this year will be enough to cause a flood on any particular 
occasion. Your emission increases the likelihood of a flood, 
but it might not actually cause any particular flood….But 
during the centuries they are in the air they will have the 
chance of causing harm on innumerable occasions. It is 
extraordinarily unlikely that they will do no harm at all” 6



The Expected Consequences of 
Individual Emissions

• Nolt (2011) estimates that the expected harm of 1,840 
metric tons of CO2 equivalent is the death and /or 
severe suffering of 1-2 humans
– For each human on earth there are at least 14 wild land 

vertebrates and 1,400 wild marine vertebrates (Tomasik
2017), likely at least as vulnerable to climate change

– Hiller (2011): expected harm of a 25 mile drive is to ruin 
the afternoon of 1 human (+14 lv, +1400 mv?)

– Expected benefit of switching a conference with 184 
attendees to an e-conference & mitigating 1 metric ton C02 
per participant: 8 years of human life (+1.4 lv, +140 mv) 

• If don’t switch, in 10 years the conference would be 
expected to cost a full human life (+14 lv, +1400 mv) 7



The Challenge of Indeterminacy

• Standard applications of the expected consequences 
approach assume that there is always a chance that 
our acts will determinately harm others. Challenges:

1. (Apparent) Imperceptible Difference Cases: one’s 
act seems certain to make no perceptible difference
– The Harmless Torturers. Each of 1,000 torturers presses a 

button that has an imperceptible effect on the pain of 1,000 
victims. None of the victims notices the effect of any one 
torturer, but after each torturer has pressed her button, they 
are all in excruciating pain (Parfit 1984)

2. Possibility that small increases in GHG emissions 
are certain not to make a determinate causal 
difference to climate events (Gesang 2017, 17-18) 8



Insisting on Determinacy
• I think Gesang is just wrong & 2 isn’t a real problem

– Small emissions have wide-reaching “butterfly effects” 
(Morgan-Knapp & Goodman 2015, 184-5)

– To make sense of large amounts of GHG sufficing for 
climatic effects but no small amounts doing so, Gesang
seems to assume that quantum indeterminacy makes for no 
fact of the matter about the effects of small emissions

• But I think these are cases where there is an objective chance 
that small emissions determinately cause climactic effects

• Norcross, Kagan, and Morgan-Knapp insist that even 
in apparent imperceptible difference cases, 
– certain acts must actually make a determinate perceptible 

difference – at some point some small increase in the 
electric current must make a victim feel worse 9



Allowing for Indeterminacy

• But like Nefsky (2012) I suspect that Kagan et al. are 
too quick to conclude that there cannot be vague 
boundaries between what does & doesn’t feel worse
– It might well be that for each increase in current, there is no 

determinate fact of the matter about whether it feels worse 
or does not feel worse to the victim

– Feelings are realized by complex neural states, and there 
likely are states that realize feelings neither of which feels 
worse than the other but which don’t feel exactly as bad 

• But this isn’t a fatal threat to the expected 
consequences approach
– Because the approach can be extended to cases of genuine 

indeterminacy 10



The Supervaluationist Solution 

• Rinard (2015) extends standard decision theory to 
cases of indeterminate likelihoods of outcomes
– Key idea: when it’s indeterminate what the likelihoods are
1. Should consider the set of all admissible precisifications

[APs] or ways of making them determinate that don’t 
violate what they determinately are not, and 

2. An act is permissible just in case it would be permissible 
according to every AP 
• (and impermissible iff it’s impermissible according to every 

AP, and neither determinately permissible nor impermissible 
if it is permissible according to some but not other APs) 

• We can extend Rinard’s solution to the present case, 
where the value of the outcomes is indeterminate 11



The Supervaluationist Solution 

• Let N0,…, N1000 be the neural states caused by 0 
thorough 1000 amounts of current,
– Where for some x, it is not determinate whether Nx+1 is 

worse than Nx, but N1000 is much worse than N0

1. We should consider the set of all admissible 
precisifications or ways of assigning value to N0 through 
N1000 consistent with N1000 being much worse than N0

2. An act is permissible just in case it would be permissible 
according to every AP 

• Each AP must distribute the difference in value 
between N0 and N1000 [V] among the various states
– On each AP there will be n states with shares S1, …, Sn of 

V such that S1+…+Sn = V 12



The Supervaluationist Solution 
– So on each AP one’s expected harm will be 

S1/1000+…+Sn/1000 = V/1000, 
– which is equivalent to the expected harm of a 1/1000 

chance of causing V
– Which is the same expected harm that we would get if we 

insisted that V had to be distributed among adjacent points 
that were determinately different from each other

• So one’s act will be impermissible in genuinely 
imperceptible difference cases 
– just in case it would be impermissible if Kagan et al. were 

right and all morally relevant differences in these cases 
were actually determinate

– So the expected consequences approach works just as well 
even if there is genuine indeterminacy! 13



Thank You!
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